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Majestic Hotel site - current condition

Executive
Summary

iii

The focus of this study is the 5.11-acre property located
at 101 Park Avenue, Hot Springs, Arkansas. The property
boundaries include Cedar Street to the west, Whittington
Avenue to the south, and Park Avenue to the east.
Majestic Alley, accessed from Park Avenue, is contained
entirely on the Property. Due to its location and
topography, the view from the site down Central Avenue
is magnificent and, in turn, the site is highly visible along
the downtown corridor all the way to Fountain Street.
The property is located in a mixed commercial and
residential area at the northern visual terminus of
downtown. Adjacent land uses include the Arkansas
School for Mathematics, Sciences and the Arts to the
west; the vacant Velda Rose Hotel to the north; St.
Mary’s Catholic Church and Kollective Coffee and Tea to
the south; and Tootsie’s, Fat Jacks’s and a parking lot just
east of the property.
Historically, the Majestic Hotel served as a hotel and spa
to visitors to Hot Springs. In 2006, the Majestic Hotel
closed. In 2014, one of the buildings on the Majestic
site burned and was partially demolished. The site was
purchased by the City of Hot Springs. In the same year
all remaining structures were demolished and in 2018
environmental remediation led to the removal of leadtainted soil.1
Currently, the Property is vacant with areas of demolition
rubble, exposed foundation slabs and walls, and
vegetation cover. Utilities to the site were capped during
the demolition, although they can be reconnected when
and if the site is redeveloped. Similarly, pipes carrying
thermal water to the site were removed from the site
and capped but a special use permit can be sought from
the National Park Service if thermal water is desired for
use on the site. Uses are limited to drinking and bathing.
Four guiding values specific to the former Majestic Hotel
site stated in City Resolution No. 9067 include:
1.	 Enhance economic opportunities
2.	 Improve the local quality of life and enhance the
visitor experience
3.	 Celebrate the natural wonder of the thermal waters
4.	 Respect the arts, culture and history of Hot Springs
Through the process of completing this market study for
the site, additional criteria were applied to the feasibility
of potential land uses considered for this site:
1 Rotenberry P.G., Merrick. “Site Clean-Up Report,” October 3, 2018.
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5.	 Must recoup site costs incurred to date by the City
6.	 Must generate revenue and enhance downtown
businesses
7.	 Should be iconic
8.	 Should include visible water (either as iconic element
or part of operations)
9.	 Must be financially self-sustaining and not require
on-going subsidy from the City
This is a special site with a location and features that do
not exist elsewhere in the downtown district. Therefore,
the uses on the site must take advantage of and
leverage these attributes. Uses that may be feasible
but could be located elsewhere (e.g. residential) should
not be considered for the Majestic site. A thermal
water complex and hotel are the best land uses for the
Majestic site followed by a public easement, retail and
restaurant, in that order. More specifically:
1.	 Thermal water as a stand-alone complex would be
viable; a design that complements downtown and
offers a different experience from the bathhouses
and existing hotel spas and thermal baths is a must.
2.	 A high-end hotel with 75-150 rooms would work
on the site; budget and mid-range hotels should be
avoided.
3.	 A family-friendly, upscale hotel with thermal
features that could be enjoyed by hotel guests and
other visitors to Hot Springs would provide a high
economic value and enhance the visitor experience.
4.	 A public easement’s feasibility depends on the ability
to raise capital to buy, revitalize and maintain the
reclaimed site in a way that enhances the identity
of Hot Springs. A public easement could restore
the Majestic site to a level that complements the
natural surroundings and provide iconic visuals and
experiences via a park, water play, nature features
and art.
5.	 Retail and restaurant elements could be included in
a hospitality or mixed-use development so long as
they complement downtown offerings; shopping
centers and bigger stores are not appropriate.
6.	 An amphitheater or performing arts center is
financially infeasible for this site.
7.	 Residential would provide function but would not
provide an iconic representation suitable for the site;
alternative locations exist

Trends Analysis
This section explores trends at the national, regional and local level that inform the
redevelopment of the Majestic site.

1

NATIONAL TRENDS
A booming economy and increased business and leisure
travel go hand-in-hand. CBRE Hotels America Research
predicted recording-breaking levels of occupancy for
hotels across the country for 2019, even with new
supply coming online in many markets. While this has
been a boon for the hospitality sector, there has been
considerable transformation to accommodate disruptive
lodging offerings and savvy traveler preferences. This
section explores key trends that are changing how
visitors expect to travel in places like Hot Springs.
Every year, the Urban Land Institute (ULI) partners
with PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) to produce the
Emerging Trends in Real Estate® report. Based on
more than 800 interviews with developers, real estate
advisory firms, investors and lenders in the United States
and Canada, ULI and PwC identify the most important
indicators for real estate development, financing and
management for the coming year and years to come.
Many of the findings in this section are validated by that
report, although other articles and perspectives were
consulted to reflect the full breadth of the landscape. Key
areas of impact with relevance to Hot Springs include:
» Experiential retail
» Generational real estate preferences
» Opportunity zones and secondary markets
» A desire for authentic experiences
» A preference for tailored lodging
» Tech-enabled experiences
» Revitalization of historic downtowns
» Growth of hot springs as a destination

EXPERIENTIAL RETAIL
Retail is undergoing the largest transformation since the
invention of the regional mall in the 1950s and rise of big
box discount stores in the 1980s. While many assume
that e-commerce has been the primary driver of big
box stores like K-Mart, Sports Authority and Toys’R’Us
closing, the truth is not that simple. Factors like evolving
apparel manufacturing practices and processes, changes
in consumer demographics and preferences, and overall
maturation of the retail industry, in addition to advances
in retail technology have led to retail overcapacity
and the near obsolescence of department stores.
Notwithstanding, nearly 90 percent of retail sales in 2016
occurred in brick-and-mortar stores.
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CBRE Head of Global Retail Research, Melina Cordero,
sees retailers reinvesting in their storefronts and
physical experiences for their customers. Direct-toconsumer companies like Bonobos and Warby Parker
have expanded the number of storefronts across the
country and even Amazon has been opening up physical
locations to reach its customers and provide a higher
level of service. This area of focus creates a seamless
experience between online research and in-person
interaction with products.

GENERATIONAL REAL ESTATE
PREFERENCES
While Baby Boomers (born 1946-1964) were once
expected to retire early and then enjoy their golden
years in the comfort of their expansive homes, the
economic recession of 2008 led many to remain in
the workforce as well as move into denser dwellings
closer to their children and grandchildren. Likewise,
Generation X (born 1965-1979) was supposed to buy
bigger houses in the suburbs but the recession led many
to stay put as they tried to live within their means while
waiting on promotions and raises. Finally, the sharingeconomy-savvy, urbanist Millennials (born 1980-1994)
were expected to remain in smaller units in urban hubs
but have demonstrated increasing interest in buying
or renting in select suburbs and secondary markets as
they balance cost of living and quality of life with their
growing families.
The impact of the recession on each generation
mentioned has led to a surprisingly similar need: midpriced housing that is accessible to a diverse buyer
pool. According to the National Association of Realtors,
Millennials are looking for more space but do not want
to sacrifice urban amenities like walkability, a vibrant
restaurant scene and a mix of retail such as boutiques
and mom-and-pop shops. Inventory ranging from tract
housing to urban rowhouses to condominiums are in
demand as buyers forgo big yards and large homes in
exchange for economical and efficient quarters that
fit their lifestyle. Millennials are beginning to leave
bigger cities to save money and start families while still
enjoying the convenience and density of more traditional,
walkable urban settings.
Another generational impact to note is that Generation
Z (born 1995 - 2010) has begun graduating from college
and entering the workforce and has different priorities
and preferences than previous generations. The Society
of Human Resource Management (SHRM) anticipates

Walkable, liveable, affordable communities are desired by Millennials and Baby Boomers alike

that Generation Z will be more interested in stability
than “making a difference,” for which their Millennial
predecessors have become known. Sixty-one percent of
the Generation Z sampled by SHRM said they would stay
10 or more years with an employer, again a departure
from Millennials. To further change the game, Generation
Z desires more privacy and structure to their workplace
than the collaborative-minded, open-office preferences
of Millennials. This preference is likely to play out
in office space design as more employees request
and seek out work environments that affords a quiet
workspace.

OPPORTUNITY ZONES AND
SECONDARY MARKETS
Since the introduction of Opportunities Zones in the Tax
Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017, there has been considerable
buzz among investors and developers eager to realize
the intended community and financial benefit of the
incentive. Real Capital Analytics estimates that there are
more than $6 trillion in unrealized capital gains eligible to
be deployed into Opportunity Zones. While the program
has strict criteria for how the Opportunity Zones were
selected, many of the most active Opportunity Zones
are in urban areas that were already redeveloping. While

Opportunity Zones have generated a lot of interest in
the real estate development sector, conversations with
investors and developers utilizing Opportunity Zone
Funds indicate that the incentive has primarily benefitted
projects that were already in the works rather than
generating new development.
As the economy continues on its longest stretch of
expansion, commercial real estate investors are looking
beyond hot primary metropolitan markets to wellpositioned secondary markets that are seeing growth.
CBRE Chairman of Americas Research, Spencer Levy,
points out that this investment trend is typical of latestage cycles as investors hunt down better yields.
While lending in certain sub-sectors is becoming more
conservative as the investors brace for an economic
slowdown, capital is still available at competitive interest
rates for developers working on value-add projects and
projects in secondary markets.

A DESIRE FOR AUTHENTIC EXPERIENCES
In a world full of activity, noise and distraction, solo travel
and ecotourism have increased in popularity as travelers
seek a deeper connection through leisure and travel with
places and experiences they typically do not experience
in their urban world.
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Social media and boutique travel firms have broadened
the appeal of unknown destinations as desirable
authentic experiences. Travelers are seeking out small
towns for exploration, eager to connect with the history
and character of the place through the likes of bike and
foodie tours. In the Etsy era, crafters and makers are
seen as attractions for towns like Asheville and Eureka
Springs that highlight the work of local artisans.

A PREFERENCE FOR TAILORED LODGING
Arguably the biggest disruptor in the hospitality industry
in the last 10 years has been the proliferation of homebased and home-like lodging experiences. While VRBO
and Home Away have long provided home rentals in
vacation destinations, AirBnB brought the model into
cities creating a new market for full and partial apartment
and home rentals at lower nightly rates. The ripple effect
has been transformational, proliferating all price points
and forcing the hospitality industry to adapt to stay
relevant. This has led to growth of funky, conciergeoriented hotels and highly curated travel companies
intent on attracting a different type of traveler than
seemed to exist a decade ago.
Equipped with a laptop or tablet, an increasing number
of the U.S. workforce is choosing to work remotely from
home, a coffee shop, the beach or beyond. Companies
like WeLive, Roam and Outside offer work/stay lodging
arrangements for so-called “digital nomads” with
coworking spaces on one floor and living space on
others. This type of travel has led to the repurposing of
old hotels, meeting a lifestyle preference that seems
to have staying power. Other services like Beyond by
AirBnB, Stay One Degree, and Lyf by Ascott cater to
higher-end travelers, offering accommodations and
experiences tailored to its members and guest.
The implication for hotels has been the growth of
boutique offerings that reflect stylistic preferences of
guests and the local context of its location. Whether
catering to a specific generation like Marriott’s Moxy
Hotel or creating distinctive offerings like IHG’s Kimpton
Hotels, hotels are evolving to attract business and leisure
travelers alike. Creative redevelopments of historic
properties typically honor the history of the building
while bringing a fresh experience with local context for
guests. A few examples of hotels that have done this
include the Liberty Hotel in Boston that was previously
a prison, the LIFE Hotel in New York City that was
previously LIFE Magazine’s headquarters, the Hotel
Emma in San Antonio that honors the former owner
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and her successful brewery that survived Prohibition
by offering dry cleaning and auto repairs, and the Union
Station Hotel in Nashville that recently went through an
update that celebrates the nostalgic luxury of train travel.
A desire to return-to-nature has led to growth in
glamping, RV and camper van rentals. All provide
access to natural settings and adventure but in a
setting that is far more comfortable than backpacking or
camping. Tapping into experiences has been important
for capturing travelers near national and state parks,
elevating accommodations from what had previously
been the norm.

TECH-ENABLED EXPERIENCES
The Cornell Center for Hospitality Research predicts
that 50 percent of travelers will be Millennials by 2025,
a generation that values experiences and flexibility
over mortgages to stability. These tech-savvy travelers
expect easy access to wifi, tech-enabled check-ins
and Instagrammable moments to capture the essence
and highlights of their trips. Done right, tech-enabled
experiences can and should enhance experiences rather
than detracting from them. Making restaurants, shops,
lodging and experiences easier to research, book and
experience is important for travelers who increasingly do
the legwork themselves. Additionally, in response to an
increasingly mobile workforce, any location can become
“the office” for the day, highlighting the need for inviting
and flexible public and hospitality-oriented spaces.

REVITALIZATION OF
HISTORIC DOWNTOWNS
Historic Preservationist and President of the National
Main Street Center, Patrice Fret, has seen “a surge in
interest in revitalizing historic downtowns, thanks to the
market’s new enthusiasm for flexible and character-rich
space, as well as social and demographic forces that
favor these types of districts.” The National Main Street
Center supports over 1,100 communities actively trying
to preserve their historic qualities. Fret is pushing for a
multi-disciplinary conversation about main streets and
historic preservation. She is also highlighting innovators
like Eve Picker whose company, Small Change, provides
a crowdsourcing financing platform for real estate
projects with social impact.
Downtowns bring together economic activity and civic
life, reflecting the health and identity of the community.
The American Planning Association calls attention

to the need to create economic incentives, invest in
placemaking, increase downtown housing and host
events downtown as approaches for revitalizing small
to midsized cities. Other creative strategies for sparking
growth in historic downtowns include a revolving
loan fund to finance upgrades to buildings, modified
development codes that provide flexibility in building
use, business incubators and coworking spaces in old
buildings, and pop-up businesses into storefronts.

GROWTH OF HOT SPRINGS
AS A DESTINATION
Historically in the United States, hot springs have been
valued for their recreational qualities over their health
benefits. While this may come as a surprise in a place
founded on the healing qualities of its thermal waters like
Hot Springs, Arkansas, the vast majority of hot springs
in the United States are sought in recreational capacities.
Goop, the lifestyle brand and natural health company
founded by Gwyneth Paltrow, profiles a myriad of hot
springs they recommend visiting for their detox programs
such as Desert Hot Springs in Palm Springs or the more
rustic experiences at the Ecotopia Hot Springs in Ojai.
At the end of 2018, Pinterest reported that searches
were up 30% for “hot springs” and many of the hot
trends in lodging (like camper vans and glamping)
catalyze a connection to the outdoors. Hot springs
experiences range from soaking pools to spa
experiences to hike-to natural hot springs pools. The
popularity of some hot springs on public lands have led
to sanitation and erosion issues from overuse. In 2018,
White River National Forest in Colorado started requiring
overnight camping permits for visitors to Conundrum Hot
Springs to mitigate the impacts of overuse.
The Hot Springs Association was founded in 2019 to
support owners and operators of hot springs-related
businesses “to promote the hot springs industry to the
public, to share information and ideas, to influence policy,
[and] to share new technology.” Vicky Nash, a travel
consultant, helped launch the Hot Springs Connection
in 2018 as the inaugural industry conference and has
helped elevate hot springs destinations through efforts
like the Colorado Historic Hot Springs Loop, a five-city
loop in the western part of the state.

REGIONAL TRENDS
In 2018, Arkansas hosted 32 million visitors who spent
$7.37 billion, a 4.4 percent increase from the previous
year. Pulaski County brought in the most tourist
expenditures with $1.84 billion, followed by Benton
County at $884 million and Garland County at $685
million.
Little Rock is the state capital and economic engine
of Pulaski County. Travelers to the capital city can
visit an open-air farmers’ market in the River Market
neighborhood, take a trolley ride through downtown
to the Old State House or visit the Clinton Presidential
Library and Museum. Of note, Little Rock Central High
School was designated as a Historic Site this year and
is one of the top 10 destinations on the U.S. Civil Rights
Trail. Direct flights in and out of the Bill and Hillary Clinton
National Airport in Little Rock travel to Dallas, Houston,
St. Louis, Chicago, Detroit, Washington, DC, Charlotte,
Atlanta, Orlando, Denver, Phoenix and Las Vegas.
Bentonville is the county seat of Benton County and
headquarters to Walmart. The Northwest Arkansas
Regional Airport has direct flights to 18 cities across
the United States due to business travel. Bentonville
has benefitted from significant philanthropic investment
from the Walton Family to add world-class attractions
to the city and region. In particular, the Crystal Bridges
Museum of American Art houses the largest collection
of American art in the country, is walkable from
downtown and free to the public. The Waltons have
also supported the expansion of bike trails in the area,
helping Bentonville earn a “best town” designation from
Outside Magazine in 2017. Partnering with neighboring
communities to increase visitors in the off-season, the
City of Bentonville co-hosts the Northwest Arkansas
Craft Fairs in May and October.
Also a draw for visitors in northwest Arkansas is Eureka
Springs, a city built on the appeal of its access to thermal
waters and historically nostalgic downtown. Lodging
options range from the historic at the Crescent Hotel to
the whimsical at Treehouse Cottages. While shopping
and ghost tours are available downtown, local attractions
like the ethereal Thorncrown Chapel and adventurefilled Lake Leatherwood City Park are a short drive away.
Finally, Turpertine Creek is a 459-acre refuge for nearly
100 big cats like tigers and cougars.
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LOCAL TRENDS
Hot Springs has been experiencing a renaissance in
recent years with tremendous reinvestment going
into properties and businesses in the downtown core
and beyond. While quite a bit of work is still needed
to restore downtown to its former glory, a number of
exciting trends point to areas of future growth, including:
» The increase in day visitors
» The growth of mountain biking
» Local entrepreneurs

THE INCREASE IN DAY VISITORS
The Hot Springs economy is driven by tourism. Based on
research conducted by Longwoods International for 2018,
Hot Springs saw:
» 7.9 million visitors (up 18% from 2013)
» 25% of these visitors stayed overnight and 75%
made day trips
» Overnight trips increased 8% since 2013, while day
visitor numbers increased 25%
» $677 million in direct spending (an increase of 29%
from 2013)
» Overnight trip spending increased 21% over 2013
» Most visitors came from Arkansas, Texas, Louisiana,
Missouri and Tennessee (in that order)
» 50% growth in recreational and attractions-based
spending
Visitors trip were up in both the day trip and overnight
categories. Of note, the considerable gains in visitor
spending are a departure from the relatively flat spending
levels tracked at the state level, indicating that Hot
Springs has created a destination with increased and
improved attractions and amenities. With the recently
completed widening of Highway 70, Hot Springs is easier
to drive to. The nearly 6 million visitors making a day
visit to Hot Springs represent a growth market for future
overnight guests and should not be overlooked as a key
market.

THE GROWTH OF MOUNTAIN BIKING
While outdoor recreation seems like an obvious activity
for a city nestled into a national park, a great deal of
confusion exists about what activities are permissible,
where you access them and how they fit into a visit
6 | Trends Analysis

to Hot Springs. With mountain biking growing as an
industry both nationally and regionally in Bentonville, Hot
Springs has been strategic in prioritizing the development
of the Northwoods and Cedar Glades Trail Systems as
the city seeks to create a longer and better-connected
system in the area.
A local resident commented on the abundance and
diversity of license plates on cars with bike racks over
the summer, an indicator that the new trails are attracting
a certain niche of travelers. There is opportunity for
growth in the local and regional market, especially if
Visit Hot Springs and local businesses can build on the
50% growth within recreational and attractions-based
spending realized since 2013.

LOCAL ENTREPRENEURS
City Manager Bill Burrough announced at his State of the
City speech that over 100 businesses have opened since
the Majestic Hotel fire in February 2014. With more than
$12 million in capital investment and $8 million in sales
of commercial properties, business owners are investing
in Hot Springs’ future. The success of businesses like
Fat Bottomed Girl’s Cupcake, All Things Arkansas and
Maxine’s have led to second endeavors by the owners
of each. Successful locales like Kollective Coffee &
Tea, Superior Bathhouse Brewery and Distillery, and
SQZBX demonstrate that eclectic food and beverage
establishments have a strong customer base in Hot
Springs. Many of these owners represent a younger
generation of hipster entrepreneurs who came for a visit
and decided to stay. Continued support of these type
of business owners will position Hot Springs as the
distinctive destination that it is.
Not all thriving businesses are new to Hot Springs
with Oaklawn serving as a draw to visitors since the
beginning of the 20th century. The current $100 million
expansion of Oaklawn Racing and Gaming indicates
a growth opportunity around casino-style games and
horse racing. This expansion will increase their capacity
for gaming, entertainment and lodging.

APPLICATION OF TRENDS
TO THE MAJESTIC SITE
There is a lot of positive growth in Hot Springs and
potential uses of the Majestic Site can and should
enhance the best of what Hot Springs is becoming.
Whether that means leveraging opportunity zone funds
to support a successful commercial redevelopment or

appealing to tourist trends that celebrate nature, thermal
waters and mountain biking, the end product should
feel authentic to Hot Springs, its environment and its
downtown. The trends highlighted in this section provide
inspiration for ways the Majestic Site can redevelop
in a manner that is timely, relevant and geographically
appropriate.

RETAIL
As relates to national trends in retail, the inspiration for
Hot Springs is in cultivating excitement through customer
experience. This could be through pop-up shops that
bring direct-to-consumer brands into brick and mortar
storefronts, leveraging technology to target shoppers
through location-based apps that notify customers
of nearby discounts or using augmented reality to
“sample” make-up or “place” home décor in your living
room without leaving home or physically touching the
items. Hot Springs has already seen its downtown retail
offerings diversify from t-shirt and souvenir shops to
curated gift shops, clothing retailers and hot springsinspired goods. Experiential retail is key to a vibrant
downtown.

GENERATIONAL APPEAL
Recent research from Longwoods International validates
that while Hot Springs attracts visitors of all ages, that
they actually attract a younger average visitor than
the other tourist destinations. Many of Hot Springs’
new thriving businesses downtown were opened by
Millennials and respond to the preferences of their
contemporaries. Layered onto this trend is the reality
that Hot Springs is a special place to Baby Boomers and
Generation Xers who grew up visiting Hot Springs. Hot
Springs has seen retirees from its key out-of-state market
of Dallas selling their homes in Texas and buying homes
along the lakes or in new developments in Hot Springs
for a fraction of the cost. If Hot Springs can continue
to harness the energy of these two demographics, Hot
Springs will continue to see revitalization and growth.

OPPORTUNITY ZONES
While Hot Springs has benefitted from some new
investment activity in commercial properties, many
historic buildings have remained vacant and seen
continued deterioration. With three Opportunity Zones
in Hot Springs, the City reports low interest in the
incentives. The Majestic site falls within one of these
Opportunity Zones and should be considered as an

incentive when/if the site is redeveloped for commercial
purposes. Opportunity Zones provide the most financial
benefit to its investors if the land and/or businesses are
held for at least 10 years. This property can be a catalyst
for continued vitalization in the downtown corridor.

HOT SPRINGS, HISTORIC DOWNTOWNS
AND AUTHENTIC EXPERIENCES
All of the trends associated with authenticity easily apply
to the natural attributes of Hot Springs. As the only urban
national park in the country, it brings together a historic
downtown and access to nature in ways that tell a story
and create a connection to the natural world. Continuing
to create these types of experiences, attractions and
businesses will create a draw for new and repeat
visitors to the city and national park. The Majestic site
will benefit from authentic experiences in the historic
downtown with its thermal waters and through its
proximity to hiking and mountain biking trails.

REGIONAL DIFFERENTIATION
Regionally, Hot Springs has an opportunity to continue
to distinguish itself from other destinations through the
redevelopment of the Majestic Site. Pulaski and Benton
Counties are the biggest drivers of tourist expenditures
but are also the most populous counties in the state.
Garland County is eighth for population but third for travel
expenditures in the state, a sign that people like coming
there and don’t mind spending their money.
The value of the makers movement is evident at the
regional level with the Northwest Arkansas Craft Fairs
and more locally through the creative entrepreneurship
of business owners in downtown Hot Springs. Hot
Springs has seen an increase in the recreational tourism,
especially mountain biking, a trend that will continue to
grow with trail access close to the Majestic site.
Additionally, the growth in day visitors to Hot Springs
also points to a growth area for daily travel expenditures
as well as potential overnight guests, depending on how
the site is redeveloped. The redevelopment of the site
should enhance the transformation downtown has been
experiencing for the last five years and add value to the
downtown experience of its residents and visitors alike.
The next section looks more closely at the site-specific
opportunities and constraints, market profiles and the
local economy for additional context and consideration.
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Image caption

Site photo of the Majestic property with the Velda Rose Hotel in the background

Situational
Analysis
The purpose of this section is to present a tailored and site-specific assessment of factors
that most clearly affect future land use and development potential. This assessment
builds on the SWOT analysis conducted through the community input report, led by the
University of Arkansas School of Architecture and Design, by evaluating the intrinsic and
external factors characterizing the property. Regional context such as local demographics,
psychological profiles of residents, population growth, employment data, visitor
characteristics and preferences, and economic incentives are added into the assessment.
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SITE DESCRIPTION
The focus of this study is the 5.11-acre property located
at 101 Park Avenue, Hot Springs, Arkansas. The property
boundaries include Cedar Street to the west, Whittington
Avenue to the south, and Park Avenue to the east.
Majestic Alley, accessed from Park Avenue, is contained
entirely on the Property. Vehicular access to the property
is possible from all roads and the hotel drop-off on Park
Avenue still exists. Cedar Street is less congested than
Whittington and Park Avenues and could provide access
to parking on the property, if required. The intersection
of Whittington, Park and Central Avenues will need
to be evaluated from a functional as well as aesthetic
perspective when and if the site is redeveloped.
Currently there are no transportation plans that direct
roadway improvements at Park and Central Avenues.
The topography of the site is sloped, with the lowest
point at the intersection of Cedar Street and Whittington
and the highest point on the northwest edge of the
parcel that currently borders undeveloped private
property, currently covered in trees. Due to its location
and topography, the view from the site down Central
Avenue is magnificent and, in turn, the site is highly
visible along the downtown corridor all the way to
Fountain Street.

The property is located in a mixed commercial and
residential area at the northern visual terminus of
downtown. Adjacent land uses include the Arkansas
School for Mathematics, Sciences and the Arts to the
west; The vacant Velda Rose Hotel to the north; St.
Mary’s Catholic Church and Kollective Coffee and Tea to
the south; and Tootsie’s, Fat Jacks’s and a parking lot just
east of the property. Within 16 months of the Arkansas
School for Mathematics, Sciences and the Arts moving
mechanical systems, the old St. Joseph’s Infirmary
across Cedar Street from the Majestic site will be
demolished by the city. The dilapidated and undeveloped
nature of adjacent sites provides an opportunity for
investment and redevelopment.
Historically, the Majestic Hotel operation consisted
of four buildings: Lanai Suites, Lanai Tower, Red
Brick building, and Yellow Brick building. The Yellow
Brick building was located in the northern portion
of the Property and included a laundry facility, paint/
maintenance shop, and an above-ground petroleum
storage tank. In 2006, the Majestic Hotel closed. The
Yellow Brick Building burned in February 2014 and was
partially demolished. All remaining property structures,
excluding the above ground petroleum storage tank,
were demolished in 2016. Arkansas Department of
Environmental Quality records show the above ground

A view of the remediated Majestic site from the west with the old St. Joseph’s Infirmary and Arkansas
School for Mathematics, Sciences and the Arts in the background | Photo credit: CIty of Hot Springs
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lead-tainted soil.2
of its unique historical and cultural characteristics, the
district enjoys benefits not applied to other zoning
Currently, the property is vacant with areas of demolition
districts. These include no setbacks requirements. Also,
rubble, exposed foundation slabs and walls, and
off-street parking and landscaping are not required
vegetation cover. Utilities to the site were capped during
although the Planning Commission does encourage
the demolition, although they can be reconnected when
them
where possible in order to improve the functioning
and if the site is redeveloped. Similarly, pipes carrying
and
appearance
of the area. In return, special conditions
thermal water to the site were removed from the site
control the reconstruction of any buildings lost or
and capped but a special use permit can be sought
demolished in the area. The Planning Commission may
from the National Park Service for drinking or bathing if
recommend
expansion of the C-1 District from time to
thermal water is desired for use on the site.
time; however, its boundaries remain fairly static and
there is only one C-1 District in the city. Development
SITE ZONING
in the district will focus heavily on historic development,
The site is zoned C-1 Central Business District. Below
thus multiple approvals and a long approval period are
is how this use is described by the City of Hot Springs
to be expected. The C-1 District is the most intensively
Planning and Zoning.
developed district in the city and a wide variety
of commercial and entertainment is allowed. Also,
residential uses are encouraged in the district in order to
utilize upper floors and create a resident population to
support the downtown area.”
Business Commercial Center

1 “Response to Comments & Final Decision the Property Decision
Document,” Arkansas Department of Environmental Quality, July 2, 2018.
2 Rotenberry P.G., Merrick. “Site Clean-Up Report,” October 3, 2018.
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PERMITTED USES
“Typical permitted uses in this district are retail appliance
repair and sales, banks and financial offices, barber and
beauty shops, bath houses and spas, business machine
sales and services, commercial entertainment and
recreation, day care centers, duplication shop, laundry
and dry cleaning services, medical and dental offices and
clinics, museums, galleries, theaters, offices, restaurants,
the retail sale of food, clothing, home furnishings, and
sporting goods, variety, drug, liquor and department
stores, newsstands, adult uses, taverns, nightclubs, and
customary accessory uses and structures.”

CONDITIONAL USES

“Typical conditional uses in this district are bus terminals,

colleges, and similar uses and accessory uses deemed
to be in character with the zone.”

ZONING ANALYSIS
C-1 zoning offers tremendous flexibility in terms of use.
This zoning only applies to the Central Business District
with the intent of encouraging development that adds to
the character of downtown and supports the economic
vitality of businesses there. Since the Majestic Hotel was
a site with historical significance, “special conditions”
may be considered by the Planning Commission for
redevelopment on the site. Permitted uses focus on
retail experiences with conditional uses being considered
contextually within surrounding uses. Residential uses
are encouraged but on non-street level floors.

car washes, churches, charitable institutions, clubs,
lodges, community centers, convention halls, hospitals,
commercial laundry plants, mortuaries, funeral
homes, commercial parking lots/structures, printing
and publishing, business, vocational, or art schools or

A view of Central Avenue from in front of Majestic site
Photo credit: CIty of Hot Springs
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SWOT ANALYSIS
A strength, weaknesses, opportunities and threats
(SWOT) analysis summarizes intrinsic strengths and
weaknesses of the site as well as external opportunities
and threats to it. The initial SWOT analysis was created
through community engagement charrettes in April
20193 and refined through this study.

3 “Majestic Hotel Site Community Input Report 2010,” University of
Arkansas Fay Jones School of Architecture + Design and Kansas State
University Technical Assistance to Brownfields, 2019.

A view of Central Avenue from the Majestic site
Photo credit: City of Hot Springs

Table 1: SWOT Analysis

Strengths

Weaknesses

•

Presence of thermal water

•

•

Location in relation to downtown Hot Springs

Underdeveloped surrounding buildings could be an
eyesore or disincentive

•

Currently vacant condition of the site

•

Perceived seasonality of outdoor hot springs

•

Remediated state of site and soil

•

•

Proximity of nature along the adjacent hill

Financing the project or further development of
downtown Hot Springs

•

History of the city

•

View of Central Avenue

Opportunities

Threats

•

Create something that will last and add to the Hot
Springs identity and experience

•

Not following through on agreed-to plan

•

Expand on the economic development around this
area of downtown

•

Safety, vandalism and crime

•

Ebb and flow of business in tourism-driven economy

•

Bring entertainment into site via festivals, music
performances and other events

•

Competing Arkansas cities continue to invest and
improve themselves

•

Make the water from the hot springs visible

•

•

Use the site as a catalyst for surrounding sites to
develop

Empty buildings hurt the reputation of a site and the
town

•

Promote foot traffic

•

Leverage proximity and visibility of the mountains
and trails

•

Create a “child and family-friendly” attraction

•

Majestic site is a gateway into the community
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PRIMARY AND
SECONDARY MARKETS
This section includes the profiles of both full-time
residents and visitors to better inform the lifestyle and
spending preferences of both. Due to its location within
the Central Business District and dominant industry
of tourism in the town, the primary market of the site
is visitors to Hot Springs. Due to the site’s location
near residential properties and the need for financial
sustainability in non-peak seasons, the secondary market
is local Hot Springs residents.

LOCAL DEMOGRAPHICS
According to Visit Hot Springs, Hot Springs’ current
population is 38,468.4 Population has remained
relatively steady since the recession in 2010 at 35,193.5
Unemployment has steadily decreased over that same
period from a high of 8.3% in 2011 to a low of 3.7%
in 2018. Daytime population in Hot Springs is 49,733
people, which reflects an influx of workers and visitors
into the city during the day.6 Top employers for the Hot
Springs Metropolitan Statistical Area (as defined by the
Bureau of Labor Statistics) for 2018 are included in
Table 2.

Local residents participate in the annual chili cook-off
Photo credit: CIty of Hot Springs

According to ESRI, in 2018, 44.4% of housing units in
Hot Springs were owner-occupied, 35.9% are renteroccupied and 19.6% were vacant, with an average family
size of 2.88 persons. Median home value is $129,732,
median household income is $34,590 and median age
is 44.6 years. 72% of the population is white alone,
18% is black alone and 9% are of Hispanic-origin. The
top three tapestry segments, which take demographic
and socioeconomic statistics and interpret lifestyle
preference, include Small Town Simplicity, Retirement
Communities and Midlife Constants. A few noteworthy
characteristics of each are summarized in Table 3.

4 City of Hot Springs website, 2019.
5 Finance Department, City of Hot Springs. “City of Hot Springs, Arkansas
Comprehensive Annual Financial Report For the Year Ended December 31,
2018,” June 29, 2019.
6 Community Profile, City of Hot Springs, ESRI, 2019.

Table 2: Top 10 Employers in Hot Springs
Rank

Employer

1

Number of Employees

% of Total

CHI St. Vincent Hot Springs Hospital

2,300

6.46%

2

Oaklawn Park

1,300

3.66%

3

Wal-Mart Stores

801

2.26%

4

National Park Medical Center

664

1.87%

5

City of Hot Springs

615

1.73%

6

Hot Springs School District

588

1.66%

7

StarTek Marketing Services

477

1.34%

8

Xerox Document Imaging Services

450

1.27%

9

Berry Plastics

380

1.07%

10

Triumph Fabricating

376

1.06%
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Table 3: Summary of Key Characteristics of Top Lifestyle Groups in Hot Spring
Small Town Simplicity

Retirement Communities

Midlift Constants

Demographic

Older and largely single

Retired

Retired or near retirement

Recreation

Hunting, fishing, NASCAR, college
football

Cable, movies, fishing, vacations,
reading, crossword puzzles,
sudoku, playing cards

Home improvement, movies at
home, reading, fishing golf

Priorities

Convenience over cooking,
vehicle maintenance over home
improvement

Saving money, magazines over
computers

American over foreign,
traditional over trendy

Considerations

Healthcare and unemployment

Health-conscious

Many living off retirement
funds and/or social security

Values

Community and frugality

Brand loyalty, supporting causes

Active with churches, fraternal
order and charities
Source: ESRI, 2019.

VISITOR DEMOGRAPHICS

VISITOR SPENDING PREFERENCES

Research on Hot Springs Visitors for 2018 was
conducted by Longwoods International and released
in July 2019. Key findings from that report are covered
in the visitor trip profile, spending preferences and
summary of notable differences from national trends that
follow.

•

Overnight visitors spent an average of $129 per
person for leisure travel and $159 per person for
business travel, which is well below the national
average of $245/person and $373/person,
respectively

•

Average day-trippers spent $58/person in the city,
also below the national average of $75/person

VISITOR TRIP PROFILE
• 7.9 million visitors, including 2.9 overnight trips and 5
million day trips
•

Adult to child ratio is 3:1

•

More than half of trips were marketable leisure trips
with growth in the outdoor recreation activities

•

Most visitors are married (6 in 10) and most are
employed

•
•

• Top activities of visitors includes shopping, visiting
a national or state park, visiting sightseeing venues
like landmarks, historic sites, museums and zoos;
fine dining, outdoor recreation, visiting a spa and
entertainment venues

HOT SPRINGS VISITORS AS
COMPARED TO NATIONAL AVERAGES
•

Younger average visitor (41 vs national average of 46)

Most drive their own car

•

Visits to Hot Springs are well distributed over all
seasons with slight spikes in spring/summer and a
slight drop-off in fall

Lower household income and level of educational
attainment

•

Larger household sizes

•

More likely to have kids living at home

•

31% of overnight guests were from Arkansas, an
increase from 21% in 2013

•

More African Americans

•

Primary out-of-state markets include Texas,
Louisiana, Missouri, Oklahoma and Tennessee
followed by California, Illinois and Florida.

•

More interest in national parks, historic sites,
museums, spas, outdoor recreation, water parks,
ecotourism, and wine-related tourism

•

Growth of day visitors is up but overnight visitors
numbers has not kept up with national averages

• Top urban markets included Little Rock, Ft. Smith,
Shreveport, Dallas/Fort Worth, Memphis, Houston
and New York
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A happy visitor to the Mid-America Science Museum
Photo credit: Visit Hot Springs

ECONOMIC INCENTIVES
As previously mentioned, the Majestic Site is within
one of three Opportunity Zones in Hot Springs. What
this means for investors and developers is that they
can reinvest capital gains through an Opportunity Fund.
Benefits include deferral of taxable income in the short
term followed by a 10 percent increase in basis if the
investment is held for five years, another five percent
if held for seven years and permanent exclusion from
taxable income if held over ten years. For certain
investors, this both appealing and advantageous.
The Chamber of Commerce offers a relocation guide
for businesses looking to move to Hot Springs. The top
benefit mentioned on the Chamber’s website is the low
cost of living, which is almost 15 percent lower than the
national average. They also offer a guide for starting a
business that directs business owners to appropriate
entities for coordination and compliance.

SUMMARY
The Majestic site is located at a geographically prominent
point of downtown Hot Springs and serving as a gateway
into the downtown corridor. The site is within close
proximity to the hiking and biking trails, downtown
restaurants and businesses as well as the school and
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residential neighborhoods. The topography and views
to downtown create an opportunity to leverage the site
elevation and positioning at the terminus of Central
Avenue.
The remediated site has access to utilities and thermal
water as well as street access for cars and pedestrians
on two streets plus the alleyway. The zoning provides
considerable flexibility from a land use perspective, so
long as the site supports the character and economic
vitality of the Central Business District. The site is big
enough to accommodate a variety of uses, many of
which are explored in the next chapter. The designation
of the site as an Opportunity Zone may be helpful or
attractive for some investors, developers and/or uses,
although not all.
The dilapidated and vacant properties surrounding the
site create an opportunity and a challenge. If unattended,
these sites may be an eyesore that detracts from the
site. Depending on what the Majestic site becomes,
redevelopment of these properties may follow.
Hot Springs is a tourism-based economy and is therefore
susceptible to fluctuations in discretionary spending,
travel preferences and economic downturns. This will
need to be considered for any future uses on the site
as will synergies with surrounding businesses, schools,
churches and neighborhoods.

Land Use Analysis
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The purpose of this section is to assess the viability
and fit of the site for various uses such as a hotel, a
public thermal water facility, mixed-use with retail,
restaurants and residential, and public amenities such
as an amphitheater or park. Feasibility analysis of
each potential land use examine supply and demand,
opportunities and challenges, and other relevant
components that may vary by land use. While other land
uses have been discussed, either informally or in public
forums, they did not meet the criteria defined in the land
use evaluation criteria to create the highest and best use
to be considered in this analysis.

LAND USE EVALUATION CRITERIA
This five-acre site at the intersection of Park and Central
Avenues is the northern anchor of the Hot Springs
Historic District. With the City of Hot Springs purchasing
the property, demolishing buildings and remediating the
site, they have proactively controlled the future of this
site and created opportunities for redevelopment that
would not have existed otherwise.
Four guiding values specific to the former Majestic Hotel
site stated in City Resolution No. 9067 include:
1.	 Enhance economic opportunities
2.	 Improve the local quality of life and enhance the
visitor experience
3.	 Celebrate the natural wonder of the thermal waters
4.	 Respect the arts, culture and history of Hot Springs
Through the process of completing this market study for
the site, additional criteria were applied to the feasibility
of potential land uses considered for this site:
5.	 Must recoup site costs incurred to date by the City
6.	 Must generate revenue and enhance downtown
businesses
7.	 Should be iconic
8.	 Should include visible water (either as iconic element
or part of operations)
9.	 Must be financially self-sustaining and not require
on-going subsidy from the City
The combination of market factors and this list of
evaluation considerations informs the land use analysis.

OUTDOOR THERMAL POOLS
BACKGROUND
The hot springs in Hot Springs, Arkansas have been
protected at the federal government level since 1832
and became a national park in 1921. The number of
permits are limited and the operator of a thermal water
operation pays usage rates currently priced at $3.59 per
thousand gallons and construction costs for supply lines
and backflow prevention.1 The usage rates are adjusted
annually based on the Consumer Price Index and paid
to the National Park Service. 700,000 gallons of thermal
water are collected daily by the National Park Service,
a volume far in excess of current use. The water is
collected via a complex piping system that connects to
an underground storage tank. Water is then distributed
to properties and businesses with permits to use the
thermal water. Thermal water collected in excess of use
and storage is channeled into Hot Springs Creek.
The Majestic site was previously permitted by the
National Park Service to use the thermal waters for use
in its spa. According to the Hot Springs National Park
Service superintendent, if use of thermal water was
desired on the Majestic site in the future, a permit would
have to be approved by the National Park Service for the
select uses of bathing and/or drinking the water. The
permit cannot be issued until there is a specific use
defined, including the gallons of water needed. Based on
research and interviews, at this time receiving a permit is
very feasible.
Public access to thermal water has formally been
explored by the National Park Service and City of Hot
Springs several times. When the 47 hot springs in Hot
Springs were capped and piped, access to the thermal
waters was limited to specific accesses and uses as
designated and approved by the National Park Service.
Current places to drink or bathe in the thermal waters
include various taps around town, the bathhouses and
brewery on Bathhouse Row, and a few hotels downtown.
Visitors to town and to the National Park reportedly
frequently ask, “where are the hot springs?” The hot
springs are not visible and there are no outdoor thermal
water facilities.
In 1992, the City of Hot Springs hired Heery Engineering
to develop a concept for outdoor thermal pools that
covered 12 acres (more than twice the size of the
1 Interview with National Park Service Hot Springs Superintendent Laura
Miller, September 2019.
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Majestic site), half of which would be used for thermal
pools and customer parking. The design was estimated
to cost approximately $3.5 million (in 1992 dollars) to
build, including a group activity center and restaurant.
W.L. Haralson & Associates completed an economic
feasibility study in 1992 that was revisited in 1998
that estimated $2.4 million in revenue in the first year
and just under $2 million in operating costs. Under
these assumptions, the thermal water complex was
expected to be profitable in 7.5 years. The analysis
by W.L Haralson identified tourists as the primary
market for the thermal pools and suggested a variety
of experiences depending on recreational preferences.
Their recommendations included pools and water play for
children, visible hot springs emerging from the ground,
and flexible spaces for events and a variety of visitors.

LOCAL COMPETITION AND DEMAND
Bathhouse Row houses several facilities such as the
Buckstaff Bathhouse and Quapaw Baths and Spa, with
indoor baths. Hotels with spas fed by the thermal waters
include The Arlington Hotel and The Springs Hotel. The
Hotel Hale has thermal hot springs soaking tubs in their
nine guest rooms. Crystal Falls, the water park at Magic

Springs Theme and Water Park, is the only location
with an outdoor water experience and also markets to
families. Magic Springs is only open during the summer
months.
Seven million visitors came to Hot Springs in 2018, five
million as day trips and two million as overnights. If a
new thermal water experience was able to attract and
capture even five percent of the five million day visitors
and two million overnight visitors, the pools could see
350,000 annual visitors. An interview with the national
Hot Springs Association pointed to the importance of
creating a destination that visitors make a tradition of
returning to visit-after-visit. For Hot Springs, this might
mean once a month for local residents, once a quarter
for Little Rock residents, and twice a year for Dallas
residents. To do this, options need to be distinct but
inclusive – providing both family-friendly and adult-only
pools.

REGIONAL COMPETITION
There is not any comparable regional competition. The
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
identifies four other springs in Arkansas. The closest
is Big Chalybeate Spring and The Farm at Chalybeate

(formerly NGDC) > Maps > Geothermal
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Map of Geothermal Hot Springs in the United States
Source: NOAA
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Spring that serves as a wedding and event venue. None
of the other springs in Arkansas are above 100 degrees,
so commercial operations around them are limited. The
next closest hot springs to Hot Springs, Arkansas is 650
miles away in Hot Springs, North Carolina. In Virginia, the
Allegheny Springs at the Omni Homestead Resort has
natural springs from the Allegheny Mountains that feed
the Jefferson pools in the family-friendly resort, which
also has a water park, whirlpools and cabanas. The
mineral-rich, spring-fed pool is open year-round .

NATIONAL MARKET SIZE
AND PROJECT EXAMPLES
According to the Global Wellness Institute (GWI), the
United States leads the global wellness lifestyle real
estate development pipeline with half the total projects.2
In 2017, GWI reported $54.8 billion in wellness-related
real estate development projects in North America,
$214.7 billion in wellness tourism revenue, $22.9
billion in spa revenue and $700 million for thermal
water and mineral establishment revenue. GWI points
to the rise of wellness travel and the positioning and
promotion impacts across North America’s hospitality
sector such as on-site wellness professionals, wellness
initiatives around nutrition and exercise, partnerships
with wellness-oriented brands and wellness-focused
weekend getaways. GWI describes thermal and mineral
waters as the most underdeveloped sub-sector of
the wellness market across the United States with
tremendous growth potential over the next decade.
Outcomes of the second annual Hot Springs Connection
in 2019 hosted by the newly-formed non-profit trade
association, the Hot Springs Association, also pointed
to health and wellness as drivers in the growing interest
of thermal waters in the United States. Additionally,
investments in hot springs attractions have surged as
longtime owners either have sold to new owners who
are eager to make improvements and add features or
make updates themselves. Finally, maturation in the
market has led to resources like the recently unveiled
Hot Springs of America website, hotspringsofamerica.
com, that provide an opportunity to research hot springs
experiences across the United States.

2 Global Wellness Economy Monitor, Global Wellness Institute, October
2018.
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A snowing thermal pool at Ten Thousand Waves
Photo Credit: Visit Albuquerque

TEN THOUSAND WAVES
In 1981, Ten Thousand Waves opened its doors as a
small bathhouse with eight outdoor hot tubs and one
massage room. A short 10-minute drive from Santa
Fe, New Mexico, the bathing experience is modeled
after the great hot spring onsen of Japan. Today, there
are two public areas, one for mixed-gender bathing and
one for women only, and multiple private tubs. Premium
private hot tubs and communal tubs include outdoor hot
tubs, cold plunges, saunas, lounging decks and other
amenities. Spa suites are completely self-contained with
hot tubs, saunas, cooling berths, and private changing
room and showers. The 20-acre campus now includes a
13-room hotel and an izakaya-style restaurant.
The Japanese bath tradition is centered around winding
down from the day, meeting friends, taking time off with
the family, and relaxing. The health benefits are bonuses.
Ten Thousand Waves’ Waterfall pool is the closest thing
to bathing in a wild hot spring in the woods with a large
polished concrete bath, boulder features built into the
stone deck and a waterfall that pours into the private
cold plunge. The pool is popular among families with
small children.
Started as a humble “hippie bathhouse,” as owner Duke
Klauck referred to it in an interview with Business First,
Ten Thousand Waves has evolved into Japanese-style
resort that receives recognition on lists like Fodor Travel’s
2019 Best Hotels in the USA list. Klauck said that it took
six years to reach profitability with annual revenue at $8
million.

GLENWOOD SPRINGS
Just outside the White River National Forest, mineral
rich hot springs and vapor caves draw visitors to the
Glenwood Hot Springs Resort and Iron Mountain Hot
Springs in Glenwood Springs, Colorado. Both privatelyowned hot thermal water complexes have seen
significant investment in recent years and have plans for
additional investment and expansion.
Glenwood Hot Springs Resort is a 130-years old complex
that has the largest hot mineral springs pool in the world.
A multi-million dollar renovation project at the facility has
recently been completed with the “Sopris Splash Zone”
replacing the former kids pool and miniature golf course.
A three-minute-long Adventure River and tube ride
was added that mimics a Colorado white water rafting
experience. A children’s play area was also included
with interactive water features, a waterfall, water slides,
shade structures and shallow play areas. Moving all
kid-related activities to one side of the resort helps
delineate passive and active areas. As future phases are
developed, a more adult-oriented environment will be
built.
Annual visitors to Glenwood Hot Springs Resort are
reported to be between 600,000-700,000. Peak seasons
include Memorial Day through Labor Day, Christmas/
New Year’s Day holiday weeks and March/April Spring
Break weeks. Daily rates during peak season are $30 per
adult and $19 per child. Volume season rates are $22 and
$15, respectively.
In 2016, Steve and Jeanne Beckley and Mogli and Coop
Cooper opened Iron Mountain Hot Springs, investing
$8 million to create 16 hot springs pools in additional to
a larger swimming pool over four acres. Iron Mountain
offers adult and child pricing ranging from $14 a day for
a child on a non-peak day to $25 a day for an adult on
a peak day. Average annual visitor numbers provided
by Iron Mountain are reported at 300,000 visitors a
year. Iron Mountain offers nutritious food options and
also serves alcohol. Gross revenue for Iron Mountain is
reported to be $7 million a year with $3.5 million in net
profit.

The rock grotto at Castle Hot Springs
Photo Credit: Castle Hot Springs

CASTLE HOT SPRINGS
Having once served as a retreat center for the likes of the
Kennedys and Vanderbilts, Castle Hot Springs ceased
operations after a fire in 1976. Reopened Fall 2019, the
219-acre Castle Hot Springs ranch outside of Phoenix,
Arizona brings back exclusive wellness experiences
for those who can afford it. Intrigued by the property’s
history, access to mineral water and the opportunity for
a health and wellness business, Cindy and Mike Watts
acquired the property in 2014 with the intent of restoring
it to its previous status as an exclusive wellness retreat.
Accommodations at the adults-only (16 and older) resort
include 32 units that include a three-bedroom historic
cottage, 12 hillside bungalows, 17 sky view cabins and a
main lodge. The health and wellness resort also provides
yoga, meditation, a farm and a greenhouse. An orchard
and farm-to-table restaurant provide a holistic experience
for guests who are invited to help harvest crops that
will be used in meal preparations. The resort has no
televisions and limits wireless internet on the property to
the Lodge in support digital detoxes. The resort is open
October to May and is closed during the hottest months
of the year. Nightly rates start at $1,200 per room that
includes meals and activities.
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Hot Springs operators, owners and vendors gathered in Desert Hot Springs in
November 2019 for an industry event | Photo credit: Hot Springs Connection

PROSPECTIVE DEVELOPERS AND OWNERS
Hot Springs Association founder Vicky Nash said that
most new construction developments that include
thermal waters have targeted high-end spas and lodging
offerings. The most likely owners of a new thermal hot
spring complex on the Majestic site are businesses and/
or persons with a personal connection to Hot Springs
who raise money from investors. If a hotel or lodging
element is included, hospitality developers may be
interested as well.
One example of a recent hot springs developer is
Castle Hot Springs that attracted local Phoenix-based
business leaders Cindy and Mike Watts to purchase
the abandoned resort in 2014 and restore it as a luxury
wellness retreat center. The broader investment group
for Castle Hot Springs includes other Arizona natives
and is managed by Westroc Hospitality. Another
example is Presidian Hotels that bought the 8-acre The
Springs Resort and Spa in Pagosa Springs, Colorado in
2018 for $42.5 million. Annual visitors to The Springs
are reportedly 170,000 and occupancy at the hotel is
reportedly 85 percent.
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SUMMARY OF THERMAL
WATER-FOCUSED OPPORTUNITY
Nationally, almost all thermal waters are located in
the western United States. As a result, Hot Springs,
Arkansas is the most proximate hot springs destination
for Hot Springs’ top visitor markets of Arkansas, Texas,
Louisiana, Missouri, Tennessee and Florida. With
research showing an increase in popularity in hot springs
experiences nationally and an elevated preference for
historic and ecotourism activities for Hot Springs’ visitors
in particular, an outdoor thermal pool concept would be a
desirable attraction for the 7 million annual visitors to Hot
Springs.
The experience should be differentiated from the
bathhouses and spas with outdoor facilities. A design
that embraces the hillside topography of the site and
the lush mountain setting while providing an experiential
connection to nature would fill a niche within Hot Springs
that does not currently exist. Skeptics of an outdoor
thermal water complex point to the hot summers as a
reason this type of business would not work. For this
reason, the inclusion of cool plunge pools like those

A view down Bathhouse Row on Central Avenue

found at Ten Thousand Waves and/or other temperate
pool options are important.
Pricing that encourages repeat visits like a season
passes, local resident discounts and/or family pricing is
also recommended. A combination of private and public
pools could create a variety of price points for visitors
to increase revenues as well. Restaurant and lodging
components are also possible and are explored in the
following sections. The issue that limits the feasibility of
this type of facility is a narrow, niche market of potential
developers, owners and operators.

LODGING
Public engagement through the Downtown Development
and Redevelopment Plan revealed those participating
in the process (mostly Hot Springs residents) believe
that a boutique hotel would be a welcomed addition to
downtown Hot Springs for visitors. Several developers
have submitted offers to the City of Hot Springs for hotel
resort projects, demonstrating an interest in this land use.
The Majestic site benefits from excellent proximity
to hiking trails in Hot Springs National Park, the spas

and breweries of Bathhouse Row, restaurants and
shops on Central Avenue and the recently opened
Northwoods Trails. The site’s proximity to the National
Park and thermal waters is also valuable, although
other hotels downtown do offer spa and bathing pool
amenities. Finally, adjacency to the Arkansas School for
Mathematics, Sciences and the Arts offers synergies
for parents visiting residential students studying in Hot
Springs.

VISITOR DEMAND
Hot Springs visitor research conducted by Longwoods
International reveals that 91 percent of overnight trips are
for leisure and that total overnight person-trips in 2018
was 2.9 million. Additionally, the average Hot Springs
length of stay is slightly lower than the national average
(3.3 nights per trip versus 3.8 nights with one of these
nights, on average occurring elsewhere in Arkansas or
another state). The typical leisure travel party to Hot
Springs includes 2.1 adults and 0 .7 children, which is
on par with the national average. Most visitors drive to
Hot Springs in their own car. Three quarters of these
vacationers stayed in a hotel and a quarter stay with
friends. Two in ten vacationers stayed in vacation rentals
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and one in twenty stayed at a campground. At the state
level, a third of overnight visitors to Hot Springs come
from Arkansas, followed by 13 percent from Texas, six
percent from both Louisiana and Illinois, and five percent
from Missouri and Tennessee.
Hot Springs has seen growth in the number of
visitors over the last five years. For 2018, Longwoods
International reports an additional 200,000 overnight
visitors and one million day trips over 2013 numbers.
This represents a 7 percent increase in overnight visitors
and 25 percent increase in day visitors. Leisure travelers
typically spend $129 per person trip, which is almost half
as much of the $245 per person-trip at the national level.
Similarly, Hot Springs business travels spend $159 per
person-trip as compared to the $373 per person-trip at
the national level. With 5 of the 7 million visitors taking
day trips, the average daily spending may be lower due
to a lack of lodging and evening entertainment costs.
Since 2010, the Hot Springs Advertising and Promotion
Commission has averaged 4 percent annual growth in
the tax revenue collected on food and lodging in Hot
Springs, which performs just ahead of average inflation
for the same period.
Disposable income for Hot Springs residents in 2018 was
$29,491. Disposable income for the top five overnight
visitor markets of Little Rock, Fort Smith, Dallas-Fort
Worth and Memphis averaged $52,268, 177% more
than local disposable income. Additionally, local Hot
Springs consumer spending patterns per household are
below the national average in the 12 retail categories
including in the Spending Potential Index, while top
five visitor market spending patterns are typical of
national averages (meaning that spending potential is
within 5 percentage points of the national average in all
categories). The key takeaway from this is that the visitor
market is more likely to contribute to spending across
all spending categories than local Hot Springs residents,
which is a positive indicator for travel spending in Hot
Springs.

CURRENT INVENTORY
Visit Hot Springs tracks hotel performance data such as
occupancy and average daily rates for hotel properties
across the City of Hot Springs. According to Visit Hot
Springs, the city has over 3,200 rooms spread across
49 hotels with an average daily rate of $100 per night.
A third of these were built before 1960, another third
between 1960-1989 and another third since 1990. In
recent years, properties like the Towneplace Suites by
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Map of top seven cities with visitors to Hot Springs
Marriott and Home2 Suites by Hilton have opened near
the lakes and the former Clarion Hotel on Lake Hamilton
is currently being renovated to reopen as a Doubletree
Hotel after $20 million of improvements. Oaklawn is
currently under construction for a 200-room hotel, which
is intended provide higher-end lodging for guests. This
offering not been priced yet but will reportedly be
offered with rates at or above those offered by other
higher end properties in Hot Springs. The additional
rooms will help downtown businesses, as visitors
are unlikely to spend their time only on the Oaklawn
property.
Located downtown, Hotel Hale opened in 2019 with nine
guest rooms and two restaurants. Nightly rates range
from approximately $200 per night during the week to
$385 on peak weekends. The Waters Hotel opened in
2017 with 62 rooms, a spa, a restaurants and rooftop
bar. Nightly rates range from approximately $120 - $350
per night. The same year, the Arlington Hotel, the largest
hotel in Arkansas with 478 rooms, was purchased
and there are approximately 300 rooms in service,
reportedly with an annual occupancy below 50 percent.
While renovation plans have been announced, there
are some local business owners who are concerned
that the promised renovation will not occur, resulting
in a negative impact to quality hotel room supply. The
Springs Hotel & Spa in undergoing a complete renovation
and will reportedly be high-end accommodations. Midscale hotels include the Embassy Suites and Hotel Hot
Springs, which is also under renovation. The remainder of
the hotel supply downtown is limited-service and budget
hotels. In other parts of the city and county, there are

dozens of homes, cabins, bed and breakfasts, RV parks
and even houseboats visitors can rent.
Finally, adjacent to the Majestic site sits the shuttered
Velda Rose Hotel. The Downtown Development and
Redevelopment Action Plan emphasizes the importance
of coordination as the two properties seek investment.
Recommendations for the Velda Rose are addressed
later in this report.
Nationally and in Hot Springs, hotel properties may
change ownership several times, which leads to some
uncertainty in the market. The timeline for completion of
proposed renovation may be revised based on ownership
and ownership transition.

THE CONVENTION CENTER
The Hot Springs Convention Center is reported to be the
largest convention center in Arkansas, caters to local and
regional meetings and has a maximum capacity of 7,500
persons. According to Visit Hot Springs, the convention
center is booked year-round with many groups returning
for annual convenings. The Hot Springs Convention
Center is a mile from the Majestic site, farther than most
people are willing to walk for a convention or meeting.

The two closest hotels to the convention center are
the Embassy Suites by Hilton and Hotel Hot Springs,
providing almost 400 rooms for convention guests.
The Hotel Hot Springs recently spent $9 million on
renovations and will also be adding a spa, pool, fitness
center and banquet hall to the hotel in the near future.
Other hotels with meeting capabilities of varying include
the Arlington Hotel, Candlewood Suites, Comfort Inn
and Suites, Courtyard Marriott, LaQuinta Inn, The
Springs Hotel and Spa, and the soon-to-open Doubletree
Hotel. Visit Hot Springs reports that they have adequate
lodging supply to accommodate convention and meeting
attendees.

ECONOMIC LAND VALUE
One method to test market viability for hotel
development is to use occupancy and average daily
rates to determine how many rooms would be needed
to justify the cost of the land. Using a land cost of
$2.1 million, occupancy numbers provided by Visit Hot
Springs, an estimate for ground rent and an 8 percent
cap rate, a hotel with 100-125 rooms and an average
daily rate of at least $200 is needed.

The Arlington Hotel is the largest hotel in Arkansas
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LABOR CONSIDERATIONS
The Bureau of Labor Statistics reported a 3.8%
unemployment rate in the Hot Springs metropolitan
area for August 2019, which means that Hot Springs
is at full employment (as defined by the Congressional
Budget Office). Hotels are labor-intensive and many of
the jobs are paid hourly. Owners at local businesses
noted that Hot Springs struggles to attract early career
professionals (aged 25-40) to live there and that the
lack of entry-level housing inventory is also a deterrent
for those who want to stay. If a hotel were to be built
on the Majestic site, it will be competing for employees
with other hospitality businesses in the region. Some
tourism-based businesses in Hot Springs reportedly offer
starting hourly wages above minimum wage and larger
establishments like Oaklawn are looking into using J-1
visas for foreign workers to fill labor gaps for their new
hotel and casino.

SUMMARY OF HOTEL OPPORTUNITY
Visit Hot Springs reports that they have an adequate
supply of hotel rooms for convention visitors. There is
also adequate supply of mid-scale and budget offerings
at or below the $100 average daily rate seen across
Hot Springs. Recent additions to the downtown corridor
include upscale offerings like the Hotel Hale and The
Waters Hotel, with average daily rate above $200. With
the success of these smaller, boutique offerings, the
best hotel opportunity will be on the upscale or luxury
end of the hotel spectrum. With 2 million overnight
visitors and 5 million day visitors, a high-end lodging
would appeal to a more affluent visitor. For example,
a spokesman from Oaklawn said that horse owners
typically fly in and out on race days or stay in Little Rock
due to lack of desirable accommodations for their group.
The disposable incomes of the top five visitor markets
also points to a higher threshold for average daily rate
than the current $100 per night.

MIXED-USE DEVELOPMENT
WITH RETAIL, RESTAURANTS
AND RESIDENTIAL
Public input for the Downtown Development and
Redevelopment Plan revealed that additional quality of
place amenities such as landscaping, well-appointed
mixed-use development and inviting sidewalk cafes
would be welcome additions to downtown Hot Springs
for visitors. Convenience and grocery stores ranked
high for regional and downtown residents. Higher-

end retail is also desired downtown and has begun to
replace souvenir shops as tenants. Making downtown a
desirable destination for 25-40-year-olds also came up
in interviews with focus groups and stakeholders. The
issues to be addressed in this study is to determine if
these uses are appropriate and feasible for the Majestic
site.
The following retail market analysis examines consumer
characteristics, retail leakage and retail business
potential. This analysis provides a foundation of data to
better understand Hot Springs’ retail market, potential
retail needs and opportunities to take advantage of with
the redevelopment of the five-acre Majestic site while
exploring whether the desired mixed-use development
with retail and restaurants is a well-informed choice.

RETAIL OVERVIEW
As of October 2019, Hot Springs has 671 businesses,
including 467 retail trade businesses and 204 food and
drink establishments. Total yearly retail sales (2017)
amount to $1,204,173,037 and local retail spending
potential is $389,069,091. This 3X multiple of actual
sales over local forecasted demand indicates that visitors
have a significant impact on retail sales to the tune of
$815,103,946.3
With 204 establishments, Food Services & Drinking
Places constitute the majority of businesses in Hot
Springs (30% of the total) with $113,420,816 in sales.
Miscellaneous Store Retailers ranks second at 105 (16%)
with $39,748,559 in sales. Third is Clothing & Clothing
Accessories Stores includes 81 businesses (12%) with
$60,528,338.
According to the Advertising and Promotion Commission
(APC), none of the top five grossing restaurants are
downtown. The top performing restaurants in Hot
Springs (as of September 30, 2019) are:
1.	 Chick-Fil-A
2.	 Texas Roadhouse
3.	 Southwestern Catering
4.	 Cracker Barrel
5.	 Olive Garden
Also from the APC, the top five top grossing hotels in
2019 (as of September 30, 2019):

3 ESRI Business Analyst Retail MarketPlace Profile – 2017.
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Food and beverage businesses bring in over $160 million in retail surplus in Hot Springs
downtown businesses and adding continuity to the
commercial corridor.

1.	 Embassy Suites
2.	 Arlington Resort Hotel & Spa
3.	 Hotel Hot Springs

LEAK AGE

4.	 Holiday Inn Express & Suites

There are only two sectors that have leakage, or an
outflux of spending in Hot Springs.

5.	 Courtyard by Marriott

RETAIL MARKETPLACE SURPLUS
& LEAKAGE SURPLUS
There are several sectors in Hot Springs with relatively
large retail surpluses (meaning a net influx of spending).
Customers from outside the area are drawn to Hot
Springs to make purchases in these sectors. The top five
sectors in 2017 were:
1.	 General Merchandise:

$221.4M

2.	 Motor Vehicle & Parts Dealers:

$205.5M

3.	 Food & Beverage Stores:

$83.5M

4.	 Food Services & Drinking Places:

$77.2M

5.	 Health & Personal Care Stores:

$48.9M

General merchandise, food and beverage, and health and
personal care-focused stores offer the best fits for retail
programming, if included on the Majestic site, enhancing

1.	 Non-store Retailers and Vending Machine Operators:
-$583,889
2.	 Building Materials, Garden Equipment & Supply
Stores (Lawn & Garden Equipment & Supply Stores):
-$880,405
While leakage often informs land use opportunities,
neither of these categories are appropriate for the
Majestic site and its C-1 Linear Commercial Corridor
zoning designation. They also do not meet the guiding
principles adopted by the City of Hot Springs or the
evaluation criteria for land use. More specifically, a
non-store retailer like Amazon that use warehouses
for distribution would not improve visitor experience,
celebrate the thermal waters or speak to the history and
culture of Hot Springs. Both categories of retail leakage
also require more land than is available here.
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CONSUMER BEHAVIOR &
PURCHASING HABITS
Consumer behavior and spending habits are important
to take into consideration when planning new
developments. Looking at consumer spending data for
the primary and secondary markets reveals both the
overlap and differences in spending and how they affect
retail and restaurant land uses at the Majestic.
Table 4: Top Spending Categories
Hot Springs

Top 5 Overnight
Visitor Markets

Food Away
from Home

$36,578,437

$14,801,754,509

Entertainment
and Recreation

$33,081,681

$12,705,984,235

Household
Furnishings and
Equipment

$21,098,945

$8,506,434,580

Apparel and
Services

$21,307,587

$8,614,207,332

Travel

$21,181,787

$8,588,617,641

While the top five spending categories are the same
for each market, those in the local Hot Springs market
spend relatively more on Household Furnishings &
Equipment than the top 5 visitor markets. The top five
visitor markets, in comparison, spend proportionally more
on Travel, data that is validated by the psychoanalytic
profiles of each market as well. According the ESRI
Retail Demand Outlook reports, the highest projected
spending growth from 2019 to 2024 is in the following
sectors4 :
1.	 Food Away from Home: $5,537,026
2.	 Entertainment & Recreation: $5,013,562
3.	 Apparel & Services: $3,221,461

RETAIL OPPORTUNITY AND POSITIONING
The Urban Land Institute points to trends in shopping
center supply and new construction leaning toward
smaller, open-air shopping centers with new construction
“focused primarily on neighborhood, community and
lifestyle centers, with increasing attention given to retail
and entertainment tenants as part of mixed-use projects.”
While a convenience-oriented neighborhood center like
a grocery store could physically fit on the Majestic site,
4 ESRI Retail Demand Outlook Profile (Nov 20, 2019)
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Visitors in Asheville, NC enjoy sidewalk seating
it would be challenging for either to be developed in a
way that was truly iconic or included thermal waters and
cultural identity into their look and feel.
With an abundance of retail storefronts on Central
Avenue, the Majestic site provides an opportunity
to provide something complementary to existing
businesses that better meets the evaluation criteria
and guiding principles of the site. Successful retail
programming should embrace experiential elements that
create a personalized experience for customers.

RESIDENTIAL
Demand for both downtown residential offerings and
workforce housing have been identified as a need by
the City of Hot Springs in the Downtown Development
and Redevelopment Plan. People living year-round in
the downtown area will support downtown businesses,
which is particularly important in the tourist low seasons.
For the last few years, it is reported that many of the
new or renovated residential units in or near downtown
are primarily rented to visitors via AirBnB or a similar
service. This precludes housing available for the workers
and year-round residents.
There are multiple opportunities for residential
development in the downtown area. Developing
residential on the Majestic site does not meet the
established criteria for the property. However, workforce
housing could easily be accommodated next door at
the Velda Rose. If this is pursued, it is recommended
that the units are deed-restricted to short-term rentals,
ensuring that the building provides inventory for yearround employees in this walkable location.

MIXED-USE FEASIBILITY

SUMMARY OF MIXED-USE OPPORTUNITY

Mixed-use developments create synergies between
complementary businesses and can often increase
rent prices and occupancy rates, as retail tenants are
often willing to pay higher rents due to increased
customer traffic. For example, an office worker on the
third floor frequents the coffee shop on the first floor at
least three times a week before work and goes to the
florist down the block when she wants to get a gift. If
there are condominiums and/or apartments included
in the development, they will be attracted to retail
establishments nearby.

With high forecasted growth in the spending categories
of Food Away from Home, Entertainment & Recreation,
and Apparel & Services, a development that includes
these programming elements is possible. This is
validated by both local spending and visitor spending
from top markets. As has been the trend in downtown
Hot Springs, “regional gems” that “hold a strong
niche” could be included in a retail tenant mix. With
38 restaurants in the Hot Springs Downtown Historic
District, a food and beverage concept should correspond
to other attractions and uses on the property.

The convention attendees that visit Hot Springs, parents
of students the Arkansas School for Mathematics,
Sciences & the Arts, and visitors to the national park
could be attracted to a mixed-use development if the
right mix of shops and restaurants were provided.
According to a Real Estates Issues article, adding walking
trails, parks, community centers, playgrounds and even
municipal services can help to create repeated and
habitual foot traffic from outside the trade area boundary.
Giving people several reasons to come to a development
will encourage regular visits.5
Big individual chains and major construction projects
are not the new model for retail in historic downtowns.
Bain and Company points to “regional gems” with a
“strong niche” as one of five retailers most “poised to
thrive.”6 Smaller retail establishments operated by local
and regional retailers are providing customers the faceto-face experience they crave when looking for unique
items. As found in Real Estate Issues, “when consumers
want to find something made locally, feel a connection to
the artisan who created it, and know that their purchase
makes a difference, they want to go to a real store, a
small store, a local store.”7
Additionally, entertainment and recreation activities can
help draw customers to retail locations.8 With the nearby
mountain biking and hiking trials, and the increase in
popularity of outdoor recreation, more visitors will be
drawn to Hot Springs. Retail opportunities that come
along with these types of visitors include sports gear
shops, coffee shops, restaurants, entertainment venues,
etc.
5 Rabianski, Joseph; Karen Gibler; J. Sherwood Celements, III; O. Alan
Tidwell (November 1, 2009). Real Estate Issues.
6 Kamel, Mark-Andre; Tager, Suzanne; Ringer, Jonathon; Cheris, Aaron;
Charles Ormiston (June 10, 2019). The Future of Retail: Winning Models for
a New Era. Bain & Company.
7 McCray, Becky (Winter 2018). The Future of Retail. State of Main.
8 Schmitz, 2009.

PUBLIC EASEMENT TO
LIMIT DEVELOPMENT
A non-traditional option for this site would be to create
an easement on the property. In this scenario, the land
would be purchased by a private or not-for profit entity
with development limitations and regulations tied to
the land. In its simplest form, this could be a private
easement that would just restrict development. By
definition, an easement is a right, created by either
express or implied agreement, of one landowner to allow
another landowner to have lawful use and benefit of its
land for the specific purpose stated. There are many
types and forms of easements, both express and implied,
public and private. For the private owner to benefit from
property tax assessment incentives, the land would
need to be conveyed to an exempt organization such
as a land trust in the form of a conservation easement
or scenic conservation easement. According to Scenic
America, “when a conservation easement includes the
goal of preserving desirable views of an area, it is said
to have a scenic conservation purpose” A multi-purpose
easement provides more flexibility to designate uses that
still support conservation.

SUMMARY OF PUBLIC EASEMENT
As applied to the Majestic site, this use would require
benefactors to buy the land and invest in improvements
to the site that would improve the aesthetics and
function of the site. There are reportedly at least a few
individuals in Hot Springs with financial resources who
are interested in this option. If the City were to pursue
this alternative, they should require that they recoup
their site costs to date (approximately $2.1 million). The
City should also include the following requirements
with the sale of the land: design or design standards
for an iconic entry expression (i.e., waterfall), design to
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Los Colonias Park Amphitheater in Grand Junction, CO
restore the remainder of the land to a park, and funds in
escrow, bond or other financial instrument to guarantee
the construction of said iconic entry and park. The City
could require the purchaser to continue to pay for the
maintenance of the improvements or decide to carry
on-going costs itself. While not a revenue-generating
use, the repurposing of the land as a public space could
provide value to the downtown experience. Additional
research may need to be completed to find similar
precedents in other cities.

AMPHITHEATER/PERFORMING
ARTS CENTER
In 2016, the City of Hot Springs contracted with Market
& Feasibility Advisors to conduct a market and feasibility
study for a performing art center in Hot Springs and
that report has been reviewed to inform this land use
analysis for the Majestic site. Key findings from Market &
Feasibility Advisors include:
1.	 Public and/or philanthropic funding would be required
for land acquisition and capital costs associated with
building the performing arts center
2.	 While the local arts community is strong, they
would not be able to cover operating costs of such a
performing arts center
3.	 Most performing arts centers in tourism-based
communities benefit from endowments by wealthy
benefactors and this type of funding would be
difficult to secure in Hot Springs
4.	 Adequate facilities exist in Little Rock and Hot
Springs Village
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The suggested mix of theaters in the report were a
600-person musical performance theater, a 250-person
small theater for music and film and a 1,000-person
outdoor theater with food and beverage capabilities.
The local market was determined to provide between
100,000 and 300,000 visitors a year but operating
costs were estimated to run at a loss of over $1 million
per year, a gap that would need to be covered by
philanthropic or public funds.

SUMMARY AMPHITHEATER/
PERFORMING ARTS CENTER
Public engagement through the Downtown Development
and Redevelopment Plan revealed that a performing arts
center would be a welcomed addition to downtown Hot
Springs for visitors. Without a benefactor and/or other
philanthropic entities to finance land costs, construction
costs and bridge the gap in ongoing operating expenses,
this type of use for the Majestic Site is infeasible. The
analysis for this report concurs that an amphitheater and/
or performing arts is not feasible on this site, as there is
no known funding source for development or operations
of such a facility.

RECOMMENDATION
The guiding values approved by the City of Hot Springs
and additional criteria provide for this analysis reveal
relative fit in table on the following page. This is a
special site with a location and features that do not
exist elsewhere in the downtown district. Therefore,
the uses on the site must take advantage of and
leverage these attributes. Uses that may be feasible

Table 5: Final Recommendations
= yes
= no
= maybe

Thermal
Water

Hotel

Mixed-Use

Scenic
Easement

Amphitheater
+ Performing
Arts Center

Residential

Enhance economic
opportunities
Improve the local quality
of life and enhance the
visitor experience
Celebrate the natural
wonder of the thermal
waters
Respect the arts, culture
and history of Hot Springs
Must recoup site costs
incurred to date by the
City
Must generate revenue
and enhance downtown
businesses
Should be iconic
Should include visible
water (iconic or
experiential)
Must be financially selfsustaining and not require
on-going subsidy from the
City

but could be located elsewhere (e.g. residential) should
not be considered for the Majestic site. A thermal
water complex and hotel are the best land uses for the
Majestic site followed by a public easement, retail and
restaurant, amphitheater and residential use, in that order.
More specifically:
1.	 Thermal water as a stand-alone complex would be
viable; a design that complements downtown and
offers a different experience from the bathhouses
and existing hotel spas and thermal baths is a must
2.	 A high-end hotel with 75-150 rooms would work
on the site; budget and mid-range hotels should be
avoided
3.	 A family-friendly, upscale hotel with thermal features
that could be enjoyed by both hotel guests and
other visitors to Hot Springs would provide a high
economic value and enhance the visitor experience.
4.	 A public easement’s success depends on the ability
to raise capital to buy, revitalize and maintain the

reclaimed site in a way that enhances the identity
of Hot Springs. A public easement could restore
the Majestic site to a level that complements the
natural surroundings and provide iconic visuals and
experiences via a park, water play, nature features
and art.
5.	 Retail and restaurant elements could be included in
a hospitality or mixed-use development so long as
they complement downtown offerings; shopping
centers and bigger stores would not work.
6.	 An amphitheater or performing arts center is
financially infeasible for the site.
7.	 Residential would provide function but would not
provide an iconic representation suitable for the site;
better alterative options exist elsewhere.
The City may have options to sell or lease the land to a
developer. The benefits and constraints of a ground lease
vary by land use. Additional information is available in a
separate document.
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We believe that when environment, economics, art and community
are combined in harmony with the dictates of the land and needs
of society, magical places result — sustainable places of timeless beauty,
significant value and enduring quality, places that lift the spirit.
Design Workshop is dedicated to creating Legacy projects:
for our clients, for society and for the well-being of our planet.
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